Abstract. We establish a bijection between rigged configurations and highest weight elements of a tensor product of Kirillov-Reshetikhin crystals for all nonexceptional types. A key idea for the proof is to embed both objects into bigger sets for simply-laced types A (1)
Introduction
Kerov, Kirillov and Reshetikhin [KKR86] introduced rigged configurations as combinatorial objects to parameterize the Bethe vectors for Heisenberg spin chains. Moreover, they constructed a bijection from rigged configurations to highest weight elements of a tensor product of the vector representation of sl 2 . This was generalized to tensor products of the symmetric tensor representations of sl n in [KR86] , where the generating function of rigged configurations with the cocharge statistic was shown to be the Kostka polynomials. This was generalized further to tensor products of multiples of fundamental weights (which can be interpreted as rectangles) in [KSS02] , where these rigged configurations were connected with LittlewoodRichardson tableaux and generalized Kostka polynomials [KS02, Shi01a, Shi01b, Shi02, SW99, SW00] .
In order to generalize this beyond type A, the notion of Kirillov-Reshetihkin (KR) crystals is needed. Let g be an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra and U ′ q (g) be the quantum group of g ′ := [g, g] . A KR crystal is the crystal basis of a KirillovReshetikhin module: a certain finite-dimensional U ′ q (g)-module that is the minimal affinization of a multiple of a fundamental weight [Cha95, CP95a, CP95b, CP96a, CP96b, CP98] . KR crystals were shown to exist for nonexceptional types in [OS08] and their U ′ q (g)-crystal structure was given in [FOS09] . A path is a classically highest weight element in the tensor product of KR crystals, where for type A (1) n , this agrees with the notion above.
Paths also arise from calculations of 2D integrable lattice models using Baxter's corner transfer matrix method [Bax89] . This method leads to the quantity X, which is the sum over the intrinsic energy statistic of paths of B, a tensor product of KR crystals. Let M denote the sum over the cocharge statistic of rigged configurations of a fixed multiplicity matrix L, which is called the fermionic formula. The X = M conjecture of [HKO + 99, HKO + 02b] states that X is equal to M when L counts the factors in B, which suggests the existence of a bijection between paths and rigged configurations that sends the intrinsic energy to cocharge.
As previously mentioned, the general case of the desired bijection was proven to be a bijection in type A (1) n [KSS02] , building upon [KKR86, KR86] . Furthermore, for type A (1) n , the bijection was extended as a classical crystal isomorphism in [DS06] using the crystal structure of [Sch06a] and to a full U ′ q (g)-crystal isomorphism in [SW10] . For type D (1) n , an analogous bijection was proven in the general case in [OSSS17] , building upon the special cases of [OSS13, Sch05] ; the bijection was shown to intertwine with the classical crystal structure in [Sak14] . For other types, the bijection is known in a number of special cases [OSS03a, OSS03b, OSS03c, OS12, OSS13, SS06, SS15b, Scr16, Scr17].
As far as the X = M conjecture is concerned, there is an alternative proof by Naoi [Nao12] for type A (1) n and D (1) n using representation theory of Kirillov- Reshetikhin modules for a current algebra.
KR crystals are also known to be a reservoir of perfect crystals [KKM + 92a, KKM + 92b]. Indeed, the condition for a KR crystal to be perfect of a fixed level ℓ is proven for all nonexceptional types in [FOS10] . In particular, this allows KR crystals to be used in the Kyoto path model of [KKM + 92b] , an iterative method to construct highest weight U q (g)-crystals from the KR crystal. If all components of the tensor product of KR crystals B are perfect of level ℓ, then it is known that X, in a suitable limit, turns our to be a branching function for the coset g/g 0 , where g 0 is its underlying finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of g. Hence, the proof of X = M conjecture implies a fermionic formula of such branching functions (see [HKO + 99, Theorem 5.4] and [HKO + 02b, Proposition 4.5]). The goal of this paper is to give a combinatorial proof of the X = M conjecture for all nonexceptional types. Our main result is the construction of an explicit bijection Φ from paths to rigged configurations for all nonexceptional affine types. Furthermore, we show that Φ sends the combinatorial R-matrix on paths to the identity on rigged configurations and can be extended to a classical crystal isomorphism. The bijection also sends the intrinsic energy to cocharge up to a simple involution θ on rigged configurations which interchanges each rigging with its corigging. The map θ is related to the Lusztig involution. These facts were shown in type A (1) n (resp. D (1) n ) in [KSS02] (resp. [OSSS17] ). Our techniques for constructing Φ use virtual crystals [Kas96, OSS03b, OSS03c, SS15b] , which are crystals constructed using diagram foldings of a simply-laced type. Explicitly, we construct Φ for nonexceptional type g by lifting to ambient type A or D, doing the type A or D bijection and then retracting back to type g. Then, using the algorithm for the bijection in simply-laced types, we give an explicit algorithm for Φ in all nonexceptional types, where the basic operation δ is given in [OSS03a] .
In [FOS09] , KR crystals were constructed using Kashiwara-Nakashima (KN) tableaux [KN94] . However, this does not explicitly describe the tableaux in the image of Φ −1 except in type A
n . By taking the image of the bijection Φ −1 on a single KR crystal, a new tableau model is obtained, coined Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) tableau. KR tableaux have been explicitly described on classically highest weight elements for all nonexceptional types [OSS13, SS15b] , type G [Scr16] and some additional special cases [Scr17] . From [OSSS17] , the image of Φ −1 in type D
n for arbitrary factors is precisely described by a tensor product of KR tableaux, which gives an explicit algorithm for computing Φ. Furthermore, KR tableaux distinguish each classical component. As a consequence of our construction, we have that the image of Φ −1 are tensor products of KR tableaux for all nonexceptional types.
We expect our techniques to apply to the exceptional cases as well. To achieve this, the existence of KR crystals for exceptional type g needs to be established first, which is sufficient for extensions to type G and E (2) 6 . In [Scr17] , a more conceptual approach was given to describe Φ as relating to the crystal s tructure of the factors added. In [SS16] , the map θ was shown to be the star involution on the rigged configuration model for B(∞) given in [SS15a, SS17] . Our results are more evidence that Φ has a natural crystal-theoretic description since Φ respects the virtualization of the KR crystals. Furthermore, our results might have applications to construct extremal level-zero crystals [Kas02] using rigged configurations, parallel to [HN06, LL15, NS03, NS05, NS06, NS08a, NS08b, PS17] . This would allow a direct description of a U q (g)-crystal structure on rigged configuration.
Soliton cellular automata (SCA) are nonlinear discrete dynamical systems that are generalizations of the Takahashi-Satsuma box-ball system [TS90] 
n was shown to be described by a tropicalization of the τ function from the Kadomtsev-Petviashili (KP) hierarchy [KSY07] . Our results prove the basic assumptions of [LS17] in all nonexceptional types, which gives an interpretation of [HKO + 02b, Prop. 4.10]. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the necessary background on crystals and rigged configurations. In Section 3, we construct the bijection Φ and prove our main results. In Section 4, we show some properties of Φ and prove the X = M conjecture for nonexceptional types. was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1500050. TS was partially supported by NSF RTG grant DMS-1148634 and JSPS grant K15K13429.
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2. Background 2.1. Crystals. Let g be an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra with index set I, Cartan matrix (A ij ) i,j∈I , simple roots (α i ) i∈I , simple coroots (α ∨ i ) i∈I , fundamental weights (Λ i ) i∈I , weight lattice P and canonical pairing ·, · such that α ∨ i , α j = A ij . We follow the labeling of I given in [Kac90] . For our purpose we also need the opposite labeling of I for A Table 1 . Let U q (g) denote the corresponding quantum group, and let U ′ q (g) = U q ([g, g]) be the quantum group corresponding to the derived subalgebra of g. Let g 0 denote the canonical simple Lie algebra given by the index set I 0 := I \ {0}. Let ̟ i (i ∈ I 0 ) denote the funamental weights of the weight lattice P 0 of type g 0 .
Let c i and c ∨ i denote the Kac and dual Kac labels [Kac90, Table Aff1 -3]. The null root is given by δ = i∈I c i α i . The canonical central element is given by c = i∈I c
is a nonempty set B together with crystal operators e i , f i : B → B ⊔ {0}, for i ∈ I, and weight function wt : B → P . Let ε i , ϕ i : B → Z 0 be statistics given by
The following conditions should be satisfied:
We say an element b ∈ B is J-highest weight if e i b = 0 for all i ∈ J ⊂ I. Table 1 . Dynkin diagrams for all nonexceptional affine types. The labeling of the nodes by elements of I is specified under or to the right of the nodes.
For further details regarding crystals, see [BS17, HK02] . In particular note that in this paper we use the convention for tensor products of crystals as in [BS17] , which is opposite to the convention used by Kashiwara [Kas91] .
Let B 1 and B 2 be two U q (g)-crystals. A crystal morphism ψ : B 1 → B 2 is a map B 1 ⊔ {0} → B 2 ⊔ {0} with ψ(0) = 0 such that the following properties hold for all b ∈ B 1 :
An embedding (resp. isomorphism) is a crystal morphism such that the induced map B 1 ⊔ {0} → B 2 ⊔ {0} is an embedding (resp. bijection). A crystal morphism is strict if it commutes with all crystal operators. 
2n by relabeling the nodes i ↔ n − i, but we need to be careful about the weight. In particular, we have g 0 is type B n for type A (2) † 2n , and so we need twice ̟ n of type B n . Let κ r = 1 unless g = A (2) † 2n and r = n, in which case κ n = 2. We note that there is a unique element u sκr̟r ∈ B(sκ r ̟ r ) ⊂ B r,s of weight sκ r ̟ r , called the maximal element . Furthermore, it is known that tensor products of KR crystals
ri,si are connected [FSS07, Oka13] with a unique maximal element u s1κr 1 ̟r 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u sN κr 1 ̟r N . Therefore, there exists a unique U
, where u and u ′ are the maximal elements of B and B ′ respectively.
2.3. Dualities. Denote by τ :
, where w 0 is the longest element of the Weyl group of g 0 . Explicitly, we have
Define the Lusztig involution ⋆ : B(λ) → B(λ) as the unique involution satisfying
We note that the Lusztig involution sends highest weight elements to a lowest weight element. It can be extended to ⋆ : B r,s → B r,s by defining τ (0) = 0 and requiring that ⋆ satisfies (2.1).
Let B ∨ denote the contragredient dual crystal of B. As a set B ∨ = {b ∨ | b ∈ B} with the crystal structure given by
For the highest weight U q (g 0 )-crystal B(λ), we note that B(λ) ∨ is naturally isomorphic to B(−w 0 λ).
We can also extend the Lusztig involution and the contragredient dual to tensor products by a natural isomorphism
Next, for g of type A
(1)
n , we consider the diagram automorphism σ given by
This induces a twisted crystal isomorphism from B r,s to B σ(r),s given by
By abuse of notation, we denote this twisted crystal isomorphism by σ. We can extend σ to tensor products by a natural isomorphism
n for nonspin columns, we have σ(b) by interchanging the letters n ↔ n, which follows from considering the map on the highest weight U q (g 0 )-crystal B(Λ 1 ). For the spin columns in type D
2.4. Virtual crystals. Virtual crystals were introduced in [OSS03b, OSS03c] as a way to realize crystals for nonsimply-laced types as embeddings into simplylaced types. At the time these papers were written, the existence of some of the KR crystals had not yet been established, explaining the choice of name "virtual crystals." In the meantime, the existence of all KR crystals of nonexceptional types was established in [Oka07, OS08] and explicit combinatorial realizations were constructed in [FOS09] . Even though this means that virtual crystals are now true realizations of crystals, we will stick with the terminology virtual crystals for historical reasons.
We consider the Dynkin diagram folding that arises from the natural embeddings g ֒−→ g given in [JM85] :
2n−1 .
Let I X denote the index set of ambient type X (i.e., g is of type A
n+1 ). We denote the corresponding map on the index sets by φ :
). For ease of notation, if Z is an object for type g, we denote the corresponding object for type g (type A
We define the scaling factors γ = (γ a ) a∈I by
Note that if |φ −1 (a)| = 1, then γ a = 1. Furthermore, we have a natural embedding Ψ : P → P X given by
where the map on simple roots is induced from the embedding of the root lattice into the weight lattice. Note that this implies that δ X = c 0 γ 0 δ.
. Let φ and (γ a ) a∈I be the folding and the scaling factors given above. The virtual crystal operators (of type g) are defined as
A virtual crystal is the quadruple ( B, B X , φ, (γ a ) a∈I ) such that B has a U ′ q (g)-crystal structure defined by (2.4)
Consider a set B ⊂ B X with a fixed φ and (γ a ) a∈I . If for all v ∈ B and a ∈ I, we have
then we say that B X is aligned . Note that in particular Definition 2.1 requires that virtual crystals are aligned.
When there is no danger of confusion, we simply denote the virtual crystal by B. We say that a type g crystals B is realized as a virtual crystal B if there exists a U ′ q (g)-crystal isomorphism χ : B → B. We denote the composition of χ with the natural inclusion B ⊂ B X by emb : B → B X , which we call the virtualization map. Furthermore, we will also denote λ = Ψ(λ).
It is straightforward to see that virtual crystals are closed under direct sums. Moreover, they are closed under tensor products.
Proposition 2.2 ([OSS03b, Prop. 6.4]). Virtual crystals form a tensor category.
Next, we provide explicit virtual crystal realizations for all nonexceptional types. We distinguish the cases that embed into type A (1) 2n−1 (denoted ambient type A) and those that embed into type D (1) n+1 (denoted ambient type D). We are using the embeddings of types C
It was shown in [Oka13, Thm. 5.1] that these crystals are aligned, proving [OSS03b, Conj. 6.6]. Hence they give realizations for the corresponding KR crystals.
For types B
n and A
2n−1 , we use the realizations
The realization of the first two lines are given in [SS15b, Thm. 5.14]. The last realization is given in [Oka13, Thm. 5.1(2-ii)].
For
, where L (r) s equals the number of tensor factors B r,s occurring in B. When B is clear, we denote this simply by L.
A rigged configuration (ν, J) ∈ RC(L) is a sequence of partitions (ν (a) ) a∈I0 , where to each row of ν (a) we associate an integer 1 x, called rigging. The pair (i, x), where i is the length of a row and x is the associated rigging, is called a string. Let 
, where
† 2n respectively. If g is of simply-laced type, we set γ a = 1 for all a ∈ I. Here m Remark 2.3. The rigged configurations that we give here differ slightly from those given in [OSS03a] . In particular, for type B
n (resp. type C
n ), our rigged configurations use full-width boxes instead of half-width boxes (resp. double width boxes) for ν (n) . To go to the rigged configurations of [OSS03a] , simply half (resp. double) the partition ν (n) for type B
Note that for i ≫ 1, we have p
i+1 , and hence p (a)
for some i ≫ 1. This can also be seen by directly substituting i = ∞, which results in min(∞, j) = j. Define the weight of a rigged configuration
where k 0 is such that c, wt(ν, J) = 0. There exists an extension of rigged configurations to a U q (g 0 )-crystal that was given in [Sch06a, SS15b] . The complement rigging involution θ : RC(L) → RC(L) is defined by replacing every rigging x ∈ J (a) i with its corresponding corigging p
Rigged configurations are known to be well-behaved under the embeddings given by (2.5) [OSS03b, OSS03c, SS15b] . We can explicitly construct the embedding emb :
and A
(2) † 2n , where m
Moreover, this completely characterizes emb RC(L) . Also note that
for all a ∈ I 0 , i ∈ Z >0 and b ∈ φ −1 (a).
2.6. The bijection Φ for types A
n and D
n . Let g be of type A
n or D
n , and let B be a tensor product of KR crystals. The set of paths corresponding to B consists of all I 0 -highest weight elements in B:
When also restricting to a given weight space, we write
where wt 0 is the g 0 -weight.
For type A
n , a bijection Φ : P(B) → RC(L) was established in [KSS02] , generalizing ideas in [KKR86, KR86] . Moreover, the paths P(B) are described using the usual semistandard tableaux whose entries are in {1, 2, . . . , n + 1}. For type D (1) n , a bijection Φ : P(B) → RC(L) was established in [Sch05, OSS13, OSSS17] . In this case, the KR crystals are described in terms of Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) tableaux [Sch05, OSS13] rather than Kashiwara-Nakashima tableaux [KN94] that were previously used to describe B r,s [FOS09] . In the KR tableau formulation, the elements in B r,s are represented by rectangular tableaux of width s and height r with entries in B 1,1 . For both types A (1) n and D (1) n , the bijection Φ : P(B) → RC(L) is defined recursively. Let B
• be a tensor product of KR crystals. On the path side, the composition of the following maps is used:
until the empty path is reached. The analogous maps on the rigged configuration side are denoted by:
Otherwise set b j = f a b j−1 and ℓ j = i a and repeat. We form a new rigged configuration by removing a box from each string selected by the algorithm above, making the resulting rows singular and keeping all other strings the same.
The map δ sp : RC(L) → RC lh sp (L) is analogous to δ but using B(̟ r ), for r = n − 1, n, instead of B(̟ 1 ).
We note that δ was first described for type A
n in [KR86, KKR86] and for type D (1) n in [OSS03a] . The map δ for the other nonexceptional types was described in [OSS03a] . The map δ sp as given here was first described in [OS12, Scr17] , where it was shown to be equivalent to the definition given in [Sch05] .
The map β is given for all nonexceptional types by adding a length 1 singular string to (ν, J) (a) for all a < r. The map γ is the identity map, but we note that some vacancy numbers will change. In the sequel, we will need to indicate the left factor when applying γ, and so we denote this by γ r,s :
. We also have right analogs of the maps given above. Let ↑(b) denote the map which takes an element b ∈ B(λ) ⊂ B to the corresponding I 0 -highest weight element u λ ∈ B(λ). We define
where ⋄ := ↑ • ⋆.
We need an additional operation lb (s) on P(B) and β (s) on RC(L) for type D
n . For 1 < r n − 2, the map lb
where
Proof. It is straightforward to see that β (s) preserves vacancy numbers. It immediately follows that [
We show [β 
for all a ∈ I 0 , the claim follows. We show k (a) = ℓ (a) as the case for
, where 1 b < r. Therefore, we must have
Since m 
Since p 
from (2.10) at i = s − 1. Hence, we must have
s − 2. Therefore, by iterating the previous argument, we can show that m Let emb 2× be the doubling map: the virtualization (or similarity) map given by g = g and γ a = 2 for all a ∈ I [Kas96] . Recall from [Sch05, Scr17] δ sp = emb
where β [r] (resp. β) adds a singular row of length 1 to ν (a) for all a ∈ I 0 \ {r} (resp. a n − 2). Define
from [OSSS17, Lemma 3.15]. Since 
and all riggings are 0, where λ is the complement partition of λ in a r × s box, µ
[k] is the partition obtained by removing the k longest rows of µ and µ o is the partition consisting of only the odd rows of µ. Suppose λ t = (k 1 , . . . , k N ). Note that all strings in β (s) (ν, J) are singular by the definition of β (s) and Proposition 2.4. Furthermore, the application of γ makes all strings of length i < s nonsingular in ν (1) , but keeps all other strings singular. Hence δ starts by selecting the singular string of length s added by β (s) and continues selecting them until it reaches ν (r) , where we have two main cases.
We first consider the case N < s. In this case δ terminates and returns r, and similarly for each subsequent application of δ until the leftmost factor is B 1,N . In this case, we continue selecting rows until we return again to the r-th partition, at which point there is a second singular string of length N − 1 we can select since k N > 0. We continue selecting singular strings until we reach the (r − k N )-th partition, at which point there are no other singular strings and we return r − k N + 1. The next application of δ is similar to the previous application except it terminates at the (r − k N −1 + 1)-th partition and returns r − k N −1 + 1. By iterating this argument, the claim follows.
Since the remaining factor is multiplicity free and determined by the weight, the claim follows.
Proposition 2.6. For types A (1)
n and D (1) n , the diagram
commutes.
Proof. For type A
n , this was shown in [OSS03b, Thm. 5.7]. Thus, let g be of type D (1) n . Recall that σ interchanges n ↔ n. It is straightforward to see that σ intertwines with lh, lb and ls. Because β and γ affect neither ν (n−1) nor ν (n) (since γ is the identity map and β only applies to ν (a) for a < n − 1), the map ς intertwines with β and γ. It remains to show that ς intertwines with δ and δ sp .
We first consider the case when δ does not terminate with n or n. In this case, the choices of ν (n−1) and ν (n) are done independently, and so the same rows are selected in ς(ν, J) := (ν ς , J ς ). If δ terminates at n or n, then the algorithm selected a row in ν (n−1) or ν (n) , respectively, but not both. Therefore, we select the same row in ν
, respectively, and terminate with n or n, respectively. Hence, the map ς intertwines with δ.
For δ sp , we note that σ : B n−1,1 ↔ B n,1 . From the description of δ sp , every f a arrow that would normally be applied when doing δ sp , is replaced by an f σ(a) arrow. However, we have (ν ς , J ς ) (a) = (ν, J) (σ(a)) and the claim follows.
The bijection
In this section, we show that there exists a bijection Φ from paths to rigged configurations for any nonexceptional type g. We construct Φ as a generalization of the map Φ : P(B) → RC(L) of types A (1) n and D (1) n of Section 2.6 to nonexceptional types using generalizations of the maps (2.9) (the maps for paths remain the same). In order to do this, we will define Φ by using the map Φ X in ambient type X and lifted versions of the maps on paths and rigged configurations. Afterwards, we will show that Φ can be computed by using generalizations of (2.9).
We begin by defining the generalizations of the rigged configuration operations (2.9). The map δ in (2.9) is defined in [OSS03a] and β and γ are the same maps as in (2.9). For type D (2) n+1 , we define δ sp := emb
n , we define δ sp and lh sp by (3.1) except emb 2× is the virtualization map with g of type A
(2) 2n−1 and γ a = 1 + δ an for all a ∈ I. The KR tableaux used for P(B) are defined in [SS15b] and precisely characterize the image of Φ under this bijection.
We also need the fact
where B is a tensor product of KR crystals, which is a consequence of Proposition 2.2 and emb P(B r,s ) = P emb(B r,s ) .
In this section, we continue with the notation of Section 2.4, where f X denotes a map f in ambient type X.
3.1. Lifted operations on paths. We define the operations lh, lh sp , lb and ls on paths for the ambient types.
For ambient type A. Let B
• be a tensor product of KR crystals of type A (1) 2n−1 . We define lh as a composition of the following maps
n+1 , the operation lh sp is defined by
Next, we define lb for 1 < r < n in types C 
(3.4a)
Recall that in type D
n+1 , we use lh sp in the case r = n, so lb is not needed in this case. For r = n in type C For r = n in type C For r = n in type B
(1) n , we use lh sp , so we do not need this case. For r = n in type A n tableaux rules of [FOS09] ; the usual lb D map is then applied to the height n tableaux.
Finally, for type B
n , we define ls for 1 r < n (resp. for r = n) by the same composition of maps as (3.5c) (resp. (3.5a)) with ls A and R A replaced by ls D and
2n−1 , define ls := ls D for 1 r < n. For r = n in type A
2n−1 , we define ls as the same sequence of maps as (3.5a) with ls A and R A replaced by ls D and R D , respectively.
3.2. Lifted operations on rigged configurations. We define the operations δ, δ sp , β and γ on rigged configurations for the ambient types.
3.2.1. For ambient type A. Here we restrict ourselves to ambient type A. First, for a rigged configuration with multiplicity array L(
On a rigged configuration with multiplicity array
Next we define β on a rigged configuration with multiplicity array L( B r,1 ⊗ B • ) for 1 < r < n in type D
(2) n+1 and 1 < r n for all other types as
Finally, we define γ on a rigged configuration with multiplicity array L( B r,s ⊗B • ) with s > 1 as follows:
if r = n for type C
n , γ 
For type B Note that for r = n in type A (2) 2n−1 , the map β D is still well-defined. For type B
(1) n and r = n, this case does not apply as we use δ sp . Finally, we define (3.14)
3.3. Preparatory statements. In order to prove our main theorem, we begin by proving some facts about the maps given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose g has ambient type A. We have
Moreover, we have δ • emb = emb •δ.
Proof. We show that δ is well-defined and that δ • emb = emb •δ. We explain the most fundamental case g = D
n+1 as the rest of the cases are similar. The involution σ is given by
Here a ∨ stands for the element of B
, which is naturally isomorphic to (B
1,1
A ) ∨ , without letter a. Hence, the embedding emb :
By [SS06] , the composition ς •δ A •ς is similar to δ A except we start at the rightmost rigged partition (ν, J) (2n−1) and proceed to the left. Therefore, doing δ means that we apply the usual box-removing procedure δ A from the leftmost rigged partition moving right first and then perform the same procedure from the rightmost one moving left after.
Let us consider 2n⊗(2n)
as an example and see what happens on the rigged configuration side. The fact that the left factor is 2n means that in the first lap, a box is removed from ν (a) for all a = 1, . . . , 2n− 1. If the length of the string ℓ (2n−1) from which a box is removed is larger than 1, then a box in ν
can be removed in the second lap, which contradicts that the second component is (2n) ∨ . Hence, we have ℓ (2n−1) = 1, which forces that ℓ (a) = 1 for all a in the first lap. This case corresponds to (P) in [OSS03a, §4.6].
Let us take n ⊗ n ∨ for next example. In this case, a box is removed from ν (a) for a = 1, . . . , n−1 and stop in the first lap, and then a box is removed from ν (2n−a) for a = 1, . . . , n and stop in the second lap. Since the box in ν (n) removed in the second lap was not removed in the first lap, it should have been quasi-singular before the procedure. This case corresponds to (Q) in [OSS03a, §4.6] .
Finally let us take n+1⊗n ∨ (which corresponds to n in type D
n+1 ). In this case, a box is removed from ν (a) for a = 1, . . . , n and stop in the first lap, and then a box is removed from ν (2n−a) for a = 1, . . . , n and stop in the second lap. At ν (n) there are two possibilities. The first one is that the string from which a box is removed in the second lap coincides with the one in the first lap. This corresponds to case (S) in [OSS03a, §4.6] . The second one is that the string from which a box is removed in the second lap is strictly smaller than the one in the first lap. Since the former string should have been quasi-singular before the procedure, this corresponds to case (QS) in [OSS03a, §4.6] . 
Proof. The proof is essentially done in [OSS03a, §4] . We check for each g with ambient type D that the operation δ is consistent with the one given there. Consider g of type A
( 2) 2n−1 . In this case
since ( ν, J) (n+1) = ( ν, J) (n) (so δ = δ D selects the same row in both rigged partitions), we obtain the algorithm in [OSS03a, §4.5].
For g of type B
n , we have
As an illustration let us look at the case when nn ∈ B given by the ±-vector from [KN94] . Denote the elements in B r,1 , for r = n, n + 1,
Then emb is the virtualization map and the image is characterized by σ(b) = R(b).
Proof. This is straightforward from the definition of the (virtual) crystal operators. The uniqueness comes from the fact that tensor products of KR crystals are generated by the (unique) maximal vector. The characterization of the images comes from the fact that the maximal vector must map to the maximal vector, which has the desired property. n have the following properties:
Proof. The proof of (1) is given by Lemma 3.1 (resp. Lemma 3.3) for ambient type A (resp. ambient type D). For (1') in type D
n+1 , this follows from [Scr17, Lemma 3.9] and the fact that there exists a virtualization map (see also [Scr17, Prop. 8 .3]). For (1') in type B (1) n , this is given by [Scr17, Thm. 6.1]. For (2), this is a straightforward computation. For (3), this is the identity map on rigged configurations and a straightforward computation of the changes in vacancy numbers shows that γ is well-defined. n have the following properties:
Proof. The proofs of (1) 6 . Hence, the bijection Φ X intertwines lb with β. From Proposition 3.5, the map β is well-defined and, thus, so is the map lb. Since lb only affects the leftmost factor(s) and is a composition of strict U q (g 0 )-crystal embeddings, it is sufficient to consider p ∈ emb P(B r,1 ) . We note that emb(B r,1 ) is multiplicity free as a U q (g 0 )-crystal, and therefore (ν
we have lb( p) ∈ emb P(B 1,1 ⊗ B r−1,1 ) by induction. The proof of (3) is similar to (2) by using induction on s. Additionally note that (ls A ) −1 in (3.5c) can indeed be applied because of the previous two applications of ls A and the corresponding rigged configuration is never changed.
Lemma 3.8. We have lx • emb = emb • lx for lx = lh, lh sp , lb, ls.
Proof. Since emb is applied component-wise and B r,s is multiplicity free as a U q (g 0 )-crystal, we have lx • emb = emb • lx.
Lemma 3.9. We have
Proof. For ξ = δ, the claim was shown in Lemma 3.1 (resp. Lemma 3.3) for ambient type A (resp. ambient type D). For ξ = β, this is a straightforward computation on the change in vacancy numbers and that β and β do not change the vacancy numbers. For ξ = γ, this is a straightforward computation on the vacancy numbers. For ξ = δ sp , the statement for type D
n+1 (resp. type B
n ) was shown in [Scr17, Prop. 8.3] (resp. [Scr17, Thm. 6.1]).
3.4. Main theorem. We now give our main results. We will use diagrams of the following kind:
We regard this diagram as a cube with front face given by the large square. Suppose that the square diagrams given by the faces of the cube except for the front face commute and ι is the injective map. Then the front face also commutes since we have 
n ), the diagram
with multiplicity array lb(L). Then the diagram
n (resp. D Consider the following diagram:
(3.15)
where lx = lh, lh sp , lb, ls and ξ = δ, δ sp , β, γ respectively, B ′ = lx(B) and L ′ = lx(L). Thanks to Proposition 3.7, the left face is well-defined, and it commutes by Lemma 3.8. The right face is also well-defined due to Proposition 3.5 and commutes by Lemma 3.9. The back face commutes since lx and ξ are compositions of maps, as defined in Section 3.1, intertwining with Φ X by [KSS02, OSSS17] ; Proposition 2.5; and Proposition 2.6.
We first show that there exists an injective map Φ from P(B) to RC(L). We use an induction on B such that the application of any lx on B decreases its order. Suppose in the bottom of (3.15) that there exists an injective map from P(B ′ ) to RC(L ′ ) and take p ∈ P(B) such that lx(p) ∈ P(B ′ ). Let (ν ′ , J ′ ) = Φ lx(p) . Then from the commutativity of the left, right and back faces of diagram (3.15) and the bijectivity of Φ X , there must exist ( ν, J) such that ξ( ν, J) = emb(ν ′ , J ′ ). However, from the explicit algorithm of ξ, the rigged configuration ( ν, J) belongs to emb RC(L) . Hence, to p ∈ P(B) one can associate (ν, J) ∈ RC(L) such that emb(ν, J) = ( ν, J). One can thus define Φ(p) = (ν, J).
To show that Φ is a bijection, we make (3.15) left and right reversed and replace Φ X with (Φ X ) −1 . Moreover, the top and bottom faces commute by the definition of Φ. Hence, we have Theorem 3.10. Proof. Consider the cube:
id emb y y r r r r r r r r r P( B, λ) emb e e ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ where R is the corresponding combination of combinatorial R X -matrices to obtain R : B → B ′ . The right face trivially commutes. The top and bottom faces commute by Theorem 3.10. The back face commutes in type A and that the combinatorial R-matrix (resp. R X -matrix) is defined by u → u ′ (resp. u → u ′ ), the left face commutes. Therefore, the front face commutes as desired. Proof. We first note that the claim was shown for type A 
